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Abstract

Knopfmacher [13] introduced the idea of an additive arithmetic semigroup as a general
setting for an algebraic analogue of number theory. Within his framework, Zhang [19]
showed that the asymptotic distribution of the values taken by additive functions closely
resembles that found in classical number theory, inasmuch as there are direct analogues
of the Erdős–Wintner and Kubilius Main Theorems. In this paper, we use probabilistic
arguments to show that similar theorems, and their functional counterparts, can be
proved in a much wider class of decomposable combinatorial structures.
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1. Introduction

Knopfmacher [13] formalized the idea of an additive arithmetic semigroup G, which he

defined to be a free commutative semigroup with identity element 1 having a countable

free generating set P of primes p and a degree mapping ∂ : G → ZZ+ satisfying

(1) ∂(ab) = ∂(a) + ∂(b) for all a, b ∈ G;

(2) G(n) <∞ for each n ≥ 0,

where G(n) denotes the number of elements of degree n in G; ∂(a) = 0 if and only if a = 1.

Monic polynomials over a finite field are an example of such a semigroup, with irreducible

polynomials as primes and with the degree of the polynomial as ∂. Knopfmacher used
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additive arithmetic semigroups as a general setting for an algebraic analogue of number

theory, an extended treatment of which is to be found in [14]. Here, we consider only the

properties of additive functions.

A real function f on G is additive if f(ab) = f(a)+f(b) for each coprime pair a, b ∈ G;

f is strongly additive if f(pk) = f(p) for each p ∈ P, k ≥ 1, and f is completely additive

if f(pk) = kf(p). For example, with f(p) = 1 for all p ∈ P and f completely additive,

then f(a) is the number of prime factors of a; if instead f is strongly additive, then f(a)

is the number of distinct prime factors of a. The asymptotic distribution of the values

taken by f(a) when a ranges over all elements such that ∂(a) = n and n→∞ has been

shown to parallel that of additive functions in classical number theory, provided that G

satisfies some variant of Knopfmacher’s Axiom A#: that G(n) = Aqn(1 + O(e−αn)) for

some q > 1 and α > 0. In particular, Zhang [19] proves analogues of the Erdős–Wintner

and Kubilius Main Theorems in classical probabilistic number theory; they are also to be

found in [14, Chapter 7], though under somewhat more restrictive conditions. Zhang’s

approach is based on generating function arguments, related to those used in classical

number theory.

In this paper, we are interested in deriving similar theorems using considerations of a

more directly probabilistic nature. We show that both can be established using a simple

probabilistic identity imbedded in the structure of an additive arithmetic semigroup, if

some additional asymptotic regularity is assumed. Both the identity and the asymptotic

regularity are also found in a wide variety of other combinatorial structures, so that

our approach greatly broadens the applicability of the two theorems. Furthermore, even

in the original context of additive arithmetic semigroups, we are able to weaken some

of the conditions imposed in [19], though at the cost of assuming somewhat stronger

asymptotic regularity.

Our treatment is based on two observations. The first is just that studying the distri-

bution of the values taken by f(a) when a ranges over all elements such that ∂(a) = n is

equivalent to studying the probability distribution of f(a) when an element a ∈ G is cho-

sen uniformly at random from those having ∂(a) = n. This is a trite remark, but it allows

us to introduce the language and methods of probability. The second observation is that

additive arithmetic semigroups are multisets, in the sense of Arratia and Tavaré [1]. A

multiset is a set of distinguishable objects of sizes 1, 2, . . ., some of which are irreducible.

The general object is composed of any finite unordered collection of irreducible objects,

with repeats allowed, and its size is the sum of the sizes of these irreducible objects.
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An additive arithmetic semigroup can thus be seen as a multiset, with primes as irre-

ducible objects and with degree as the size of an object. Thus, for instance, in multiset

representation, the element p2 of an additive arithmetic semigroup becomes the object

of size 2∂(p) consisting of two copies of the irreducible object p.

An object of size n from a multiset (additive arithmetic semigroup) is said to have

component size spectrum C(n) := (C(n)
1 , . . . , C

(n)
n ) if C(n)

j denotes the number of irre-

ducible objects (prime factors) of size j in its composition, 1 ≤ j ≤ n; of course, size n

means that
∑n

j=1 jC
(n)
j = n. Now the distribution of C(n), when an object is chosen uni-

formly and at random from all those of size n, has been extensively studied for multisets;

see [1], for example. To express their results, we introduce two further definitions. We say

that a sequence of random vectors W (n), n ≥ 1, with W (n) ∈ ZZn
+ a.s., has distributions

satisfying the Conditioning Relation if

L(W (n)) = L

(Z1, . . . , Zn)
∣∣∣ n∑

j=1

jZj = n

 ,

for some sequence Z1, Z2, . . . of independent nonnegative integer valued random variables.

Their distributions also satisfy the Logarithmic Condition if

lim
j→∞

jIP[Zj = 1] = lim
j→∞

jIEZj = θ

for some 0 < θ < ∞. Then Arratia and Tavaré [1] observe that the component size

spectra C(n) for multisets satisfy the Conditioning Relation, with the Zj ∼ NB(mj , x
j)

having negative binomial distributions:

NB(k, p){r} := (1− p)k

(
k + r − 1

r

)
pr, r ∈ ZZ+,

where mj denotes the number of irreducible objects of size j, and x may be taken to be

any value in (0, 1). They also satisfy the Logarithmic Condition if mj ∼ θj−1yj for some

y > 1, provided that one chooses x = y−1. Many, but not all of the examples considered

in [14] indeed also satisfy the Logarithmic Condition, and we shall take it as a basic

condition from now on.

In a multiset, any finite unordered collection of irreducible objects (repeats allowed)

makes up a permissible object. Many other well-known combinatorial structures can

be obtained by imposing restrictions on the collections allowed. For instance, by not

allowing repeated choices of the same irreducible object, the class of monic polynomials

over a finite field is changed into the class of square-free monic polynomials over the field.

Similarly, if cyclic permutations of distinct elements of IN are taken to be the irreducible
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objects, with size the number of elements in the cycle, then there are strong restrictions

on the collections of them which are allowed, when combining them into a permutation.

Combinatorial structures which are obtained in this way we refer to as decomposable.

The notion of component size spectrum is inherited from the parent multiset, but its

distribution is in general very different. However, many of the classical decomposable

structures also have component size spectra which satisfy the Conditioning Relation

and the Logarithmic Condition, though the random variables Z1, Z2, . . . may no longer

be negative binomially distributed; for instance, for random permutations decomposed

into cycles, the Zi have Poisson distributions, and for random square-free polynomials

decomposed into irreducible factors they have binomial distributions.

We refer to any decomposable combinatorial structure satisfying the Conditioning

Relation and the Logarithmic Condition as a logarithmic combinatorial structure, and

we include them in our treatment as well, provided that they also satisfy the Uniform

Logarithmic Condition (ULC):

εi1 := iIP[Zi = 1]− θ satisfies |εi1| ≤ e(i)c1; (1.1)

εil := iIP[Zi = l] ≤ e(i)cl, l ≥ 2; (1.2)

where e(i) ↓ 0 as i→∞ and D1 =
∑
l≥1

lcl <∞,

a condition which, for multisets, follows automatically from the Logarithmic Condition

(Arratia, Barbour and Tavaré [4, Proposition 1.1]); and provided also that

∑
i≥1

i−1e(i) <∞, (1.3)

which, in the case of multisets satisfying the Logarithmic Conditionwith mj ∼ θj−1yj ,

requires in addition that

∑
i≥1

i−1 sup
j≥i

|jmjy
−j − θ| <∞.

These conditions ensure that the following proposition holds [4, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2],

describing the asymptotic behaviour of the component size spectrum: Po (µ) is used to

denote the Poisson distribution with mean µ.

Proposition 1·1. For a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfying the ULC and
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( 1.3), we have

(1)
∑
j≥1

IP[Zj ≥ 2] <∞;

(2) lim
n→∞

dTV (L(C(n)[1, b(n)]),L(Z[1, b(n)])) = 0 if b(n) = o(n);

(3) lim
n→∞

dTV (L(C(n)[b(n) + 1, n]),L(C∗(n)[b(n) + 1, n])) = 0 if b(n) →∞,

where X[r, s] denotes the vector (Xr, Xr+1, . . . , Xs) and C∗(n) has as distribution the

Ewens Sampling Formula with parameter θ, obtained through the Conditioning Relation

with Zj = Z∗j ∼ Po (θ/j).

Since the additive function f which counts the number of prime factors is just the

function
∑n

j=1 C
(n)
j , and that which counts the number of distinct prime factors is just∑n

j=1 I[C
(n)
j ≥ 1], their distributions can be deduced directly from that of C(n). However,

the value f(a) at a ∈ G for most additive functions depends not only on the component

structure of a, but also on which irreducible objects of the different component sizes it is

composed of. For instance, if C(n)
j = 1, then f(a) contains a contribution f(p) from one of

the mj primes p with ∂(p) = j; if C(n)
j = 2, there is either a contribution f(p)+f(p′) from

one of the
(
mj

2

)
distinct pairs of primes of degree j, or a contribution f(p2) from a repeated

prime p of degree j. Because, in choosing a random instance of a multiset, the particular

irreducible objects of each component size that are chosen are also random, there is

randomness additional to that of the component structure, and it is carried over into the

distribution of f(a); what is more, for an object of size n chosen uniformly at random,

the random choices of irreducible objects are conditionally independent, given C(n). This

motivates consideration of the following general construct, which can be defined for any

logarithmic combinatorial structure, and not just for multisets:

X(n) =
n∑

j=1

I[C(n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(n)
j ), (1.4)

where the (Uj(l), j, l ≥ 1) are independent random variables which are also independent

of C(n).

For an additive function f on an additive arithmetic semigroup, X(n) constructed as

above indeed models f(a), for randomly chosen objects a ∈ G with ∂(a) = n, if the

distributions of the random variables Uj(l) are specified as follows. The distribution

of Uj(1) assigns probability 1/mj to f(p) for each of the mj primes p of degree j; Uj(2)

gives probability 2/mj(mj +1) to f(p)+f(p′) for each of the
(
mj

2

)
pairs of distinct primes

p and p′ of degree j, and probability 2/mj(mj+1) to each f(p2); and so on. In the example
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with f(p) = 1 for all primes p and f completely additive, counting the total number of

prime factors, then Uj(l) = l a.s. for all j; if instead f is strongly additive, counting the

number of distinct prime factors, then Uj(l) has a more complicated distribution.

Our goal is to describe aspects of the limiting behaviour of X(n), defined in (1.4), for

a general logarithmic combinatorial structure C(n) and for certain choices of the random

variables Uj(l). In Sections 2 and 3, we investigate choices of the Uj(l) which lead either

to the convergence of X(n) in distribution or to a central limit type of behaviour, results

analogous to the Erdős–Wintner theorem and Kubilius’ Main Theorem in probabilistic

number theory. In both cases, our proof consists of showing that only the small compo-

nents contribute significantly to the result; once this has been shown, Proposition 1·1(2)

reduces the problem to that of a sum of independent random variables, to which classical

theory can be applied. This general strategy is strongly reminiscient of that used by Ku-

bilius [16], though our setting is quite different. The final section concerns circumstances

in which the behaviour of X(n) is dominated by that of the large components, and the

dependence becomes all important; here, the approximations are formulated in terms of

the Ewens Sampling Formula.

Results of the first two kinds were proved by Zhang [19], in the particular case of

additive arithmetic semigroups. However, our conditions are rather different from his.

For additive arithmetic semigroups, the Logarithmic Condition is expressed by requiring

that jmjx
j → θ for some 0 < θ <∞ and 0 < x < 1, a condition involving the numbersmj

of irreducible elements of size j. In contrast, Zhang formulates his conditions in terms of

the total numbers G(n) of elements of size n ≥ 1, and one of his main interests is to derive

from them information about the asymptotics of the mj , in analogy to the prime number

theorem. These asymptotics are often equivalent to the Logarithmic Condition, together

with a rate of convergence, but need not be: there are also cases in which his prime

number theorem yields more complicated asymptotics, and his analogue of the Erdős–

Wintner and Kubilius Main Theorems are thus valid for a number of additive arithmetic

semigroups which do not satisfy the Logarithmic Condition. However, by assuming the

Logarithmic Condition and (1.3), we are able to relax Zhang’s other conditions, even in

the context of additive arithmetic semigroups; for instance, our results are valid whatever

the value of θ > 0, whereas Zhang’s theorems can be applied in our setting only in

situations where θ ≥ 1, and at times only when θ = 1: see Section 5.

The classical definition of an additive function also allows f to be complex valued.

For complex valued f , both real and imaginary parts are real valued additive functions,
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and for our purposes such an f can be treated using a two dimensional generalization

of (1.4). Even greater generality can be achieved by considering the construction

X(n) =
n∑

j=1

I[C(n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(n)
j ) (1.5)

with independent d–dimensional random vectors Uj(l) = (Uj1(l), . . . , Ujd(l)), j, l ≥ 1;

the main theorems of the paper carry over without difficulty to this setting. Thus if, for

example, each prime element in an additive arithmetic semigroup belongs to exactly one

of d different classes, one could in principle investigate the asymptotics as n→∞ of the

joint distribution of the numbers of primes in each class.

2. Convergence

The first set of results concerns conditions under which the random variables X(n)

have a limit in distribution, without normalization. This theorem is our analogue of the

Erdős–Wintner theorem in probabilistic number theory. Hereafter, we write Uj for Uj(1).

Theorem 2·1. Suppose that a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uni-

form Logarithmic Condition together with ( 1.3). Then X(n) converges in distribution if

and only if the series∑
j≥1

j−1IP[|Uj | > 1];
∑
j≥1

j−1IE{UjI[|Uj | ≤ 1]} and
∑
j≥1

j−1IE{U2
j I[|Uj | ≤ 1]} (2.1)

all converge. If so, then

lim
n→∞

L(X(n)) = L

∑
j≥1

I[Zj ≥ 1]Uj(Zj)

 .

Proof. The three series (2.1) are equivalent to those of Kolmogorov’s three series cri-

terion [17, p249] for the sum of independent random variables
∑

j≥1 I[Zj = 1]Uj , since,

from the Logarithmic Condition, IP[Zj = 1] � j−1. By Proposition 1·1(1), it also follows

that
∑

j≥1 I[Zj = 1]Uj and
∑

j≥1 I[Zj ≥ 1]Uj(Zj) are convergence equivalent. Hence it

is enough to show that, for some sequence b(n) → ∞, X(n) and W0,b(n)(Z) are asymp-

totically close to one another, where, for any y ∈ ZZ∞+ and any 0 ≤ l < m,

Wl,m(y) :=
m∑

j=l+1

I[yj ≥ 1]Uj(yj).

That this is the case follows from Lemmas 2·2 and 2·3 below.

Lemma 2·2. If a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uniform Logarithmic
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Condition together with ( 1.3), and if

lim
n→∞

n−1
n∑

j=1

IP[|Uj | > δ] = 0 for all δ > 0, (2.2)

then there exists a sequence b(n) → ∞ with b(n) = o(n) such that X(n) and W0,b(n)(Z)

are convergence equivalent.

Proof. First, we note that, for any b,

X(n) = W0b(C(n)) +Wbn(C(n)).

By Proposition 1·1(2),

dTV (L(W0,b(n)(C(n))),L(W0,b(n)(Z))) = o(1) as n→∞,

for any sequence b(n) such that b(n) = o(n) as n→∞. HenceW0,b(n)(C(n)) andW0,b(n)(Z)

are convergence equivalent for any such sequence b(n). It thus remains to show that

Wb(n),n(C(n)) D−→ 0 for some such sequence b(n).

Now, from Proposition 1·1(3), it follows that

dTV (L(Wb(n),n(C(n))),L(Wb(n),n(C∗(n)))) → 0

provided only that b(n) →∞. Furthermore, defining

W̃l,m(y) :=
m∑

j=l+1

I[yj = 1]Uj (2.3)

for any y ∈ ZZ∞+ and any 0 ≤ l < m, we have

dTV (L(Wb(n),n(C∗(n))),L(W̃b(n),n(C∗(n))))

≤ IP

 n⋃
j=b(n)+1

{C∗(n)
j ≥ 2}

 ≤ c{6·9b}{b(n)}−1 (2.4)

from Lemma 6·9. Hence, so long as b(n) → ∞, Wb(n),n(C(n)) D−→ 0 follows, if we can

show that W̃b(n),n(C∗(n)) D−→ 0.

Because of the assumption (2.2), there exists a sequence δn → 0 such that

ηn := n−1
n∑

j=1

IP[|Uj | > δn] → 0

as n→∞. Thus, defining

An(b) :=
n⋃

j=b+1

{
{C∗(n)

j = 1} ∩ {|Uj | > δn}
}
,
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we have

IP[An(b)] ≤
n∑

j=b+1

IP[C∗(n)
j = 1]IP[|Uj | > δn]

≤
n∑

j=b+1

c{6·9a}j
−1

(
n

n− j + 1

)1−θ

IP[|Uj | > δn], (2.5)

from Lemma 6·9. Thus, for any n/2 < m < n, it follows that

IP[An(b)] ≤ c{6·9a}

n

b

 1
n

n∑
j=1

IP[|Uj | > δn]

 (
n

n−m+ 1

)1−θ

+
n1−θ(n−m+ 1)θ

mθ

}
≤ c{6·9a}

{
nηn

b

(
n

n−m

)
+

2
θ

(
n−m+ 1

n

)θ
}
. (2.6)

Now, if An(b) does not occur, then

W̃bn(C∗(n)) = W bn :=
n∑

j=b+1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]UjI[|Uj | ≤ δn],

and

IE|W bn| ≤ δn

n∑
j=b+1

IP[C∗(n)
j = 1]. (2.7)

Again, from Lemma 6·9, arguing much as above, we thus have

IE|W bn| ≤ c{6·9a}δn

{(
n

n−m

)
log

(
n+ 1
b+ 1

)
+

2
θ

(
n−m+ 1

n

)θ
}
. (2.8)

So pick b(n) = o(n) so large that

η′n := max{nηn/b(n), δn log(n/b(n))} → 0,

and then pick m(n) such that n −m(n) = o(n) and yet nη′n/(n −m(n)) → 0; for these

choices, it follows from (2.6) and (2.8) that

lim
n→∞

IE|W b(n),n| = 0 and lim
n→∞

IP[W̃b(n),n(C∗(n)) 6= W b(n),n] = 0,

and hence that W̃b(n),n(C∗(n)) D−→ 0, completing the proof.

Lemma 2·3. If the three series ( 2.1) converge, or if the Uniform Logarithmic Condi-

tion and ( 1.3) hold and X(n) converges in distribution, then

lim
n→∞

n−1
n∑

j=1

IP[|Uj | > δ] = 0 for all δ > 0.

Proof. The first part is standard, using Chebyshev’s inequality and Kronecker’s lemma;

the second relies heavily on technical results whose proofs are deferred to Section 6.
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We begin by showing that L(X(n)) is close in total variation to L(X(b,n)), for suitably

chosen b = b(n), where

X(b,n) :=
b∑

j=1

I[C(b,n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(b,n)
j ) +

n∑
j=b+1

C
(b,n)
j∑
l=1

U ′
jl. (2.9)

Here, L(C(b,n)) is defined by using the Conditioning Relation, but based on the random

variables Ẑb
j , j ≥ 1, given by

Ẑb
j = Zj , 1 ≤ j ≤ b, and Ẑb

j = Z∗j , j ≥ b+ 1, (2.10)

so that

L(C(b,n)) := L

(Ẑb
1, . . . , Ẑ

b
n)

∣∣∣ n∑
j=1

jẐb
j = n

 ,

and the random variables (U ′
jl, j ≥ 1, l ≥ 1) are independent of one another and

of C(b,n), and are such that L(Ujl) = L(Uj). We do this in two steps, by way of

X̂(b,n) :=
∑n

j=1 I[C
(b,n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(b,n)
j ). First, from Theorem 6·7, if b(n) → ∞ and

n−1b(n) → 0, then

lim
n→∞

dTV (L(X(n)),L(X̂(b(n),n))) = 0;

and then

dTV (L(X̂(b,n)),L(X(b,n))) ≤
n∑

j=b+1

IP[C(b,n)
j ≥ 2] ≤ c{6·9b}b

−1,

by Lemma 6·9.

Hence, for any f ∈ FBL, where

FBL := {f : IR → [− 1
2 ,

1
2 ]; ‖f ′‖ ≤ 1}, (2.11)

it follows that

|IEf(X(n))− IEf(X(b,n))| ≤ η1(n, b), (2.12)

where η1(n, b) is increasing in n for each fixed b, and, if b(n) → ∞ and n−1b(n) → 0,

then limn→∞ η1(n, b(n)) = 0.

Now let R(b,n) denote a size–biassed choice from C(b,n): that is,

IP[R(b,n) = j |C(b,n)] = jC
(b,n)
j /n. (2.13)

Then a simple calculation shows that, for b + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and for any c ∈ ZZ∞+ with∑
j≥1 jcj = n,

IP[C(b,n) = c |R(b,n) = j] = IP[C(b,n−j) + εj = c],
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where εj denotes the j’th coordinate vector in ZZ∞+ . Hence, for any f ∈ FBL, the equation

IEf(X(b,n)) =
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b,n) = j]IE{f(X(b,n)) |R(b,n) = j}

implies that

IEf(X(b,n))
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b,n) = j] =
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b,n) = j]IEf(X(b,n−j) + Ûj),

where Ûj is independent of X(b,n−j) and L(Ûj) = L(Uj). Hence, for any m ∈ [b + 1, n],

we have ∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

j=b+1

IP[R(b,n) = j]{IEf(X(b,n))− IEf(X(b,n−j) + Ûj)}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ IP[R(b,n) ≤ b] + IP[R(b,n) > m]. (2.14)

If X(n) converges in distribution to some X∞, then

η2(m) := sup
n≥m

sup
f∈FBL

|IEf(X(n))− IEf(X∞)|

exists and satisfies limm→∞ η2(m) = 0, by Dudley [6, Theorem 8.3]. Hence, from (2.14),

it follows that if V (b,n) is independent of X∞ and satisfies

IP[V (b,n) ∈ A] =
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b,n) = j]IP[Uj ∈ A],

then

|IEf(X∞)− IEf(X∞ + V (b,n))|

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b,n) = j]{IEf(X∞)− IEf(X∞ + Ûj)}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ IP[R(b,n) ≤ b] + IP[R(b,n) > m]

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

j=b+1

IP[R(b,n) = j]{IEf(X∞)− IEf(X∞ + Ûj)}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ IP[R(b,n) ≤ b] + IP[R(b,n) > m] + η2(n) + η1(n, b)

+
m∑

j=b+1

IP[R(b,n) = j](η2(n− j) + η1(n− j, b))

+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

j=b+1

IP[R(b,n) = j]{IEf(X(b,n))− IEf(X(b,n−j) + Ûj)}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2IP[R(b,n) ≤ b] + 2IP[R(b,n) > m] + 2η1(n, b) + 2η2(n−m). (2.15)
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Furthermore, from Lemma 6·6,

IP[R(b(n),n) ≤ b(n)] = n−1
n∑

j=b(n)+1

jIEC(b(n),n)
j → 0

provided only that n−1b(n) → 0, and, from Lemma 6·9, whatever the value of b,

IP[R(b,n) > m] = n−1
n∑

j=m+1

jIP[C(b,n)
j = 1] ≤ θ−1c{6·9a}

(
n−m+ 1

n

)θ

.

Hence, for any choice of b(n) such that b(n) →∞ with b(n) = o(n), we can choose m(n)

such that n−m(n) →∞ and that n−m(n) = o(n), and deduce that

lim
n→∞

|IEf(X∞)− IEf(X∞ + V (b(n),n))| = 0,

for all f ∈ FBL. Thus, considering complex exponentials in place of f , it follows easily

that V (b(n),n) D−→ 0 [17, Application 3, p 210], and hence that

IP[|V (b(n),n)| > δ] =
n∑

j=1

IP[R(b(n),n) = j]IP[|Uj | > δ] → 0,

for all δ > 0.

Finally, from the definition of R(b,n), for b(n) + 1 ≤ j ≤ n/2, we have

IP[R(b(n),n) = j] =
θ

n

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n− j]

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]
≥ n−1θ(k−/k+),

from Lemma 6·4. Hence we have proved that

lim
n→∞

n−1

n/2∑
j=b(n)+1

IP[|Uj | > δ] = 0,

and, since b(n) = o(n), the lemma follows.

Theorem 2·1 has a d–dimensional analogue. Since each component of a d–dimensional

additive function is a real additive function, the sequence of random vectors X(n) defined

in (1.5) has a limit if and only if, for all 1 ≤ s ≤ d, the three series in (2.1) with Uj

replaced by Ujs all converge. It is then not hard to see that this criterion is equivalent

to the convergence of the three series∑
j≥1

j−1IP[|Uj | > 1];
∑
j≥1

j−1IE{UjI[|Uj | ≤ 1]}

and
∑
j≥1

j−1IE{|Uj |2I[|Uj | ≤ 1]}, (2.16)

only the second of which is IRd–valued. For complex valued Uj , the third series can also

be replaced by
∑

j≥1 j
−1IE{U2

j I[|Uj | ≤ 1]}, recovering the same form as in (2.1).
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3. Slow growth

In this section, we consider situations in which X(n) converges, after appropriate nor-

malization, to some infinitely divisible limit having finite variance. We assume that

σ2(m) :=
m∑

j=1

j−1IEU2
j →∞ as m→∞; σ2 is slowly varying at ∞, (3.1)

where Uj = Uj(1) as before; these conditions are equivalent for additive arithmetic

semigroups to Condition H of [19], the analogue of Kubilius’s [15] Condition H.

Lemma 3·1. Suppose that a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uniform

Logarithmic Condition together with ( 1.3), and that ( 3.1) holds. Then there exists a

sequence b(n) →∞ with b(n) = o(n) such that

σ(n)−1W ′
b(n),n(C(n)) D−→ 0,

where, for y ∈ ZZ∞+ ,

W ′
lm(y) :=

m∑
j=l+1

I[yj ≥ 1]|Uj(yj)|. (3.2)

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2·2, we have

dTV (L(W ′
b(n),n(C(n))),L(W̃ ′

b(n),n(C∗(n)))) → 0

as n→∞, provided only that b(n) →∞, where

W̃ ′
lm(y) :=

m∑
j=l+1

I[yj = 1]|Uj |; (3.3)

hence we need only consider W̃ ′
b(n),n(C∗(n)). Now, for any n/2 ≤ m ≤ n, by Lemma 6·9,

IP

 n∑
j=m+1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]|Uj | 6= 0

 ≤ 2
n

n∑
j=m+1

c{6·9a}

(
n

n− j + 1

)1−θ

≤ 2θ−1c{6·9a}

(
n−m+ 1

n

)θ

, (3.4)

so that the sum from m + 1 to n contributes with asymptotically small probability,

provided that n−m is small compared to n. On the other hand, again from Lemma 6·9,

σ−1(n)IE

 m∑
j=b+1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]|Uj |

 ≤ σ−1(n)
m∑

j=b+1

IP[C∗(n)
j = 1]IE|Uj |

≤ σ−1(n)c{6·9a}

(
n

n−m+ 1

)1−θ m∑
j=b+1

j−1IE|Uj |, (3.5)
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and, by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,

m∑
j=b+1

j−1IE|Uj | ≤


 m∑

j=b+1

j−1

  m∑
j=b+1

j−1IEU2
j


1/2

≤ σ(n)
{
log(n/b)(1− σ2(b)/σ2(n))

}1/2
. (3.6)

Since σ2 is slowly varying at ∞, we can pick β(n) → ∞, β(n) = o(n), in such a way

that σ2(β(n))/σ2(n) → 1. Hence we can pick b(n) →∞ with β(n) ≤ b(n) = o(n) in such

a way that log(n/b(n))(1− σ2(β(n))/σ2(n)) → 0, and thus so that

ηn :=
{
log(n/b(n))(1− σ2(b(n))/σ2(n))

}1/2 → 0. (3.7)

Now pick m = m(n) in such a way that n −m(n) = o(n) and such that also {n/(n −

m(n))}1−θηn → 0. Then, from (3.4)–(3.6), it follows that

σ−1(n)W̃ ′
b(n),n(C∗(n)) D−→ 0,

and the lemma is proved.

Thus, under the conditions of Lemma 3·1, there is a sequence b(n) → ∞ with b(n) =

o(n) such that the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence σ−1(n)X(n) is equivalent to

that of σ−1(n)W1,b(n)(C(n)), and, by Proposition 1·1(2),

dTV (L(C(n)[1, b(n)]),L(Z[1, b(n)])) = o(1) as n→∞. (3.8)

Note also that

IP

sup
m≥1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

j=1

I[Zj ≥ 1]Uj(Zj)−
m∑

j=1

I[Zj = 1]Uj

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > εσ(n)


≤ IP

 ∞∑
j=1

I[Zj ≥ 2]|Uj(Zj)| > εσ(n)

 , (3.9)

where the infinite sum is finite a.s. by the Borel–Cantelli Lemma, from Proposition 1·1(1).

Then one can also define independent Bernoulli random variables Ẑj ∼ Be (θ/j) on the

same probability space as the Zj ’s and Uj ’s, independent also of the Uj ’s, in such a way

that ∑
j≥1

IP
[
Ẑj 6= I[Zj = 1]

]
<∞,

because, from (1.3), ∑
j≥1

|IP[Zj = 1]− θj−1| ≤
∑
j≥1

j−1e(j) <∞.
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Then we have

IP

sup
m≥1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
m∑

j=1

I[Zj = 1]Uj −
m∑

j=1

ẐjUj

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > εσ(n)


≤ IP

 ∞∑
j=1

I[Ẑj 6= I[Zj = 1]]|Uj | > εσ(n)

 , (3.10)

with the infinite sum finite a.s. by the Borel–Cantelli Lemma. Since also σ(n) →∞, the

right hand sides of both (3.9) and (3.10) converge to zero as n→∞. Finally, as in the

proof of Lemma 3·1,

σ(n)−1IE

 n∑
j=b(n)+1

Ẑj |Uj |

 = σ(n)−1
n∑

j=b(n)+1

θj−1IE|Uj | ≤ ηn, (3.11)

where ηn is as defined in (3.7), and limn→∞ ηn = 0. Hence the asymptotic behaviour of

σ−1(n)X(n) is equivalent to that of

σ−1(n)X̂(n), where X̂(n) :=
n∑

j=1

ẐjUj , (3.12)

in the following sense.

Theorem 3·2. Suppose that a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uni-

form Logarithmic Condition together with ( 1.3), and that ( 3.1) holds. Then if, for any

sequence M(n) of centring constants, either of the sequences L(σ−1(n)(X̂(n) −M(n)))

or L(σ−1(n)(X(n)−M(n))) converges as n→∞, so too does the other, and to the same

limit.

Note that X̂(n) is just a sum of independent random variables, with distribution de-

pending only on θ and the distributions of the Uj , to which standard theory can be

applied. Note also that the theorem remains true as stated for d–dimensional random

vectors Uj(l), if, in (3.1), IEU2
j is replaced by IE|Uj |2.

As an example, take the following analogue of the Kubilius Main Theorem. Define

µj := θj−1IEUj and M(n) :=
∑n

j=1 µj .

Theorem 3·3. Suppose that a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uni-

form Logarithmic Condition together with ( 1.3), and that ( 3.1) holds. Then the sequence

σ−1(n)(X(n) −M(n)) converges in distribution as n→∞ if and only if there is a dis-

tribution function K such that

lim
n→∞

σ−2(n)
n∑

j=1

j−1IE(U2
j I[Uj ≤ xσ(n)

√
θ]) = K(x) (3.13)
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for all continuity points x of K; the limit then has characteristic function ψ, where

logψ(t) =
∫

(eitx − 1− itx)x−2K(dx).

Proof. The theorem follows because of the asymptotic equivalence of σ−1(n)X(n) and

σ−1(n)X̂(n) of Theorem 3·2, together with [17, Theorem 22.2A]. Writing Yj := ẐjUj−µj ,

the necessary and sufficient condition for uniformly asymptotically negligible arrays in

the above theorem is that

lim
n→∞

σ−2
1 (n)

n∑
j=1

IE{Y 2
j I[Yj ≤ xσ1(n)]} = K(x) (3.14)

for all continuity points x of K, where

σ2
1(n) :=

n∑
j=1

VarYj =
n∑

j=1

θj−1IEU2
j −

n∑
j=1

θ2j−2(IEUj)2.

Note that

ζn := σ−2(n)|σ2
1(n)− θσ2(n)| ≤ σ−2(n)

n∑
j=1

θ2j−2IEU2
j = o(1) (3.15)

as n→∞. It then follows from (3.1) that limn→∞ σ−2(n) max1≤j≤n VarYj = 0, since

σ−2(n)VarYn = 1−σ2(n−1)/σ2(n) → 0 and σ2(n) is increasing in n; hence the random

variables σ−1
1 (n)Yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, m ≥ 1, indeed form a uniformly asymptotically negligible

array.

To show the equivalence of (3.13) and (3.14), we start by writing

IE{Y 2
j I[Yj ≤ xσ1(n)]} = θj−1IE{(Uj − µj)2I[Uj ≤ xσ1(n) + µj ]}

+ (1− θj−1)µ2
jI[−µj ≤ xσ1(n)].

Now observe that
n∑

j=1

µ2
jI[−µj ≤ xσ1(n)] ≤

n∑
j=1

(θj−1IEUj)2 ≤ θ2
n∑

j=1

j−2IEU2
j = o(σ2(n)), (3.16)

and that
n∑

j=1

µjθj
−1IE{|Uj |I[Uj ≤ xσ1(n) + µj ]} ≤ θ2

n∑
j=1

j−2(IEUj)2 = o(σ2(n))

also; hence

lim
n→∞

σ−2
1 (n)

n∑
j=1

IE{Y 2
j I[Yj ≤ xσ1(n)]}

= lim
n→∞

θ−1σ−2(n)
n∑

j=1

θj−1IE{U2
j I[Uj ≤ xσ1(n) + µj ]}.
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Finally, for any 1 ≤ n′ ≤ n,

σ−2(n)
n∑

j=n′

j−1IE{U2
j I[Uj ≤ (x− η′n′)σ(n)

√
θ]}

≤ σ−2(n)
n∑

j=n′

j−1IE{U2
j I[Uj ≤ xσ1(n) + µj ]}

≤ σ−2(n)
n∑

j=n′

j−1IE{U2
j I[Uj ≤ (x+ η′n′)σ(n)

√
θ]} (3.17)

where

η′l := sup
j≥l

{(|µj |/σ(j)) + (ζj/2θ)} → 0

as l→∞, from (3.15) and (3.16). The equivalence of the convergence in (3.13) and (3.14)

at continuity points of K is now immediate.

The approximations in Theorems 3·2 and 3·3 both have process counterparts. Define

W (n) and X̃(n) for t ∈ [0, 1] by

X̃(n)(t) := σ−1(n)
∑

j:σ2(j)≤tσ2(n)

(I[C(n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(n)
j )− µj) (3.18)

and

W (n)(t) := σ−1(n)
∑

j:σ2(j)≤tσ2(n)

(ẐjUj − µj). (3.19)

Then it follows from Lemma 3·1 and (3.8) – (3.11) that

IP
[

sup
0≤t≤1

|X̃(n)(t)−W (n)(t)| > ε

]
→ 0

for each ε > 0, so that the whole process X̃(n) is asymptotically equivalent to W (n),

the normalized partial sum process for a sequence of independent random variables. In

particular, ifK is the distribution function of the degenerate distribution at 0, the limiting

distribution of σ−1(n)X(n) is standard normal, the analogue of the Erdős–Kac [7,8]

Theorem, and X̃(n) converges to standard Brownian motion. The special case Uj(l) = l

a.s. for all j, counting the total number of components, and its analogue which counts the

number of distinct components, both come in this category, and we recover the functional

central limit theorems of DeLaurentis and Pittel [5], Hansen [10,11,12], Arratia, Barbour

and Tavaré [2] and Goh and Schmutz [9] as particular examples. The process version of

Theorem 3·2 also carries over to d–dimensions.
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4. Regular growth

In this section, we explore the consequences of replacing the slow growth of σ2(n)

in (3.1) by regular variation:

σ2(m) :=
m∑

j=1

j−1IEU2
j is regularly varying at ∞, with exponent α > 0, (4.1)

so that, in particular, σ2(b(n))/σ2(n) → 0 for all sequences b(n) = o(n) as n→∞. Our

aim is to approximate X(n) by

Y ∗(n) :=
n∑

j=1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]Uj , (4.2)

which is a standard quantity, defined solely in terms of the Uj ’s and ESF(θ).

It is actually just as easy to prove a functional version of the approximation. Define

the normalized (but not centred) process

X
(n)

(t) := σ−1(n)
∑

j:σ2(j)≤tσ2(n)

I[C(n)
j ≥ 1]Uj(C

(n)
j ), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (4.3)

and a process analogue Y
∗(n)

of Y ∗(n) by

Y
∗(n)

(t) := σ−1(n)
∑

j:σ2(j)≤tσ2(n)

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]Uj , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. (4.4)

Then we have the following result.

Theorem 4·1. Suppose that a logarithmic combinatorial structure satisfies the Uni-

form Logarithmic Condition together with ( 1.3), and that ( 4.1) holds. Then if, for some

sequence of centring functions M̃n : [0, 1] → IR, either of L(Y
∗(n)−M̃n) or L(X

(n)−M̃n)

converges, it follows that the other also converges, and to the same limit.

Proof. The first step is to show that the small components play little part. From

Proposition 1·1(2), it follows that

dTV (L(W ′
1b(n)(C

(n))),L(W ′
1b(n)(Z))) = o(1) as n→∞, (4.5)

where W ′ is as defined in (3.2), whenever b(n) = o(n) as n→∞. Then, as in (3.9),

σ−1(n)

∣∣∣∣∣∣W ′
1,b(n)(Z)−

b(n)∑
j=1

I[Zj = 1]|Uj |

∣∣∣∣∣∣ D−→ 0, (4.6)
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whatever the choice of b(n). But now

Var

 b∑
j=1

I[Zj = 1]|Uj |


= IE

 b∑
j=1

I[Zj = 1]Var |Uj |

 + Var

 b∑
j=1

I[Zj = 1]IE|Uj |


≤ θ(1 + ε∗01)

b∑
j=1

j−1(Var |Uj |+ {IE|Uj |}2) (4.7)

= θ(1 + ε∗01)σ
2(b), (4.8)

and, from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality as in (3.6),

IE


b∑

j=1

I[Zj = 1]|Uj |

 ≤ {(1 + log b)σ2(b)}1/2 = O(σ(b) log1/2 b). (4.9)

Combining (4.5) – (4.9), it follows that

σ−1(n)W ′
1,b(n)(C

(n))) D−→ 0 (4.10)

provided that b(n) = O(nζ) for some ζ < 1; and (4.8) and (4.9) then imply that

σ−1(n)
b(n)∑
j=1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]|Uj | → 0 (4.11)

also.

Now, for the processes X
(n)

of (4.3) and Y
∗(n)

of (4.4), the contributions from in-

dices j ≤ b(n) are asymptotically negligible, by (4.10) and (4.11). Then, from Proposi-

tion 1·1(3), if b(n) →∞ as n→∞, it follows that

dTV (L(C(n)[b(n) + 1, n]),L(C∗(n)[b(n) + 1, n])) = o(1) as n→∞, (4.12)

whereas, from Lemma 6·9,

dTV (L(C∗(n)[b(n) + 1, n]),L({I[C∗(n)
j = 1], b(n) + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}))

= o(1) as n→∞. (4.13)

Combining (4.10), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13), it follows that X
(n)

and Y
∗(n)

are asymp-

totically equivalent, as required.

Theorem 4·1 remains true in d–dimensions, if, in (4.1), IEU2
j is replaced by IE|Uj |2.

Note, however, that Y
∗(n)

can only be expected to have a non–degenerate limit if

v(n) := VarY ∗(n) ≥ kσ2(n) (4.14)

for some k > 0 and for all n. This condition is satisfied if the random variables Uj are
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centred, or, more generally, if VarUj ≥ k′IEU2
j for some k′ > 0 and for all j, since

VarY ∗(n) = Var

 n∑
j=1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]Uj


= IE

 n∑
j=1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]VarUj

 + Var

 n∑
j=1

I[C∗(n)
j = 1]IEUj

 ,

≥ k′
b3n/4c∑

j=bn/2c+1

IP[C∗(n)
j = 1]IEU2

j

≥ k′c{6·10}

b3n/4c∑
j=bn/2c+1

j−1IEU2
j ≥ k′′σ2(n), (4.15)

for suitable constants k′ and k′′, by Lemma 6·10 and from (4.1). On the other hand, the

dependence between the random variables C∗(n)
j can result in v(n) being of smaller order

than σ2(n). For instance, if Uj(s) = sj a.s. for all j and s, then σ2(n) = 1
2n(n + 1) is

regularly varying with exponent α = 2, but X(n) − n is a.s. zero, and the distribution

of Y ∗(n) − n ≤ 0 has a non–trivial limit. In such circumstances, the non–degenerate

normalization for X(n) may not be σ−1(n), nor need Y ∗(n) be appropriate for describing

its limiting behaviour.

Even when (4.14) holds, so that the asymptotics of X
(n)

are the same as those of Y
∗(n)

,

the limit theory is complicated. For one thing, there is still the dependence between

the C
∗(n)
j , which leads to Poisson–Dirichlet approximations [3, Theorem 3.3], rather

than to approximations based on processes with independent increments. For instance,

if Uj = jα a.s. for j ≥ 1, then

Y
∗(n)

(t) D−→ α1/2
∑
j≥1

L
α/2
j I[Lj ≤ t1/α], 0 < t ≤ 1,

where 1 > L1 > L2 > · · · are the points of a Poisson–Dirichlet process with parameter θ.

But, even allowing for this, there is no universal approximation valid for a wide class

of Uj sequences, as was the case with slow growth and the Gaussian approximations. For

example, take the case in which IEU2
j ∼ cjα for some α > 0. Then σ2(n) ∼ cα−1nα is

of the same order as IEU2
j for n/2 < j ≤ n, and there is an asymptotically non–trivial

probability that one such j will have C∗(n)
j = 1. Hence the distribution of the sum Y ∗(n)

typically depends in detail on the distributions of the individual Uj ’s.

5. Zhang’s setting

Zhang [19] proves theorems analogous to Theorems 2·1 and 3·3 for additive arithmetic

semigroups under different conditions, specifying the asymptotic behaviour of the to-
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tal number G(n) of different elements of degree n. For instance, for his counterpart of

Theorem 2·1 for additive arithmetic semigroups, he assumes (a little more than) that∑
n≥1

|q−nG(n)−Q(n)| <∞, (5.1)

where Q(n) =
∑r

i=1Ain
ρi−1, with ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · < ρr ≥ 1 and Ar > 0. This condition

does not necessarily imply that the Logarithmic Condition is satisfied. In our formulation,

applying Theorem 2·1 to multisets, if θj(x) := jmjx
j , then we require that∑

i≥1

i−1 sup
j≥i

|θj(x)− θ| <∞ for some 0 < x < 1, (5.2)

without any more detailed specification of the exact form of the θi(x).

Translation between the two sorts of conditions is made possible by observing that, if

Zj ∼ NB (mj , x
j) for any 0 < x < 1, then

mn

G(n)
= IP[C(n)

n = 1] = IP[Zn = 1]
n−1∏
j=1

IP[Zj = 0]/IP[T0n(Z) = n]

= mnx
n

n∏
j=1

(1− xj)mj/IP[T0n(Z) = n],

where, here and subsequently, for y ∈ ZZn
+ and 0 ≤ r < s ≤ n,

Trs(y) :=
s∑

j=r+1

jyj . (5.3)

Hence, with x = q−1, we have

G(n)q−n = IP[T0n(Z) = n]


n∏

j=1

(1− q−j)mj


−1

. (5.4)

From Theorem 6·1, it follows under (5.2) with x = q−1 that

nIP[T0n(Z) = n] ∼ θIP[Xθ ≤ 1] > 0,

with Xθ as in (6.1), and that

n∏
j=1

(1− q−j)mj ∼ k exp

−θ
n∑

j=1

j−1


for some constant k. This then implies that G(n)q−n ∼ k′nθ−1, and comparison with

the definition of Q(n) in (5.1) identifies ρr with θ in cases where both (5.1) and (5.2)

are satisfied. Hence, since Zhang assumes that ρr ≥ 1 for his counterpart of Theorem 2·1

and ρr = 1 for that of Theorem 3·3, his theorems require θ ≥ 1 and θ = 1 respectively, if

both (5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied; our conditions impose no restriction on θ, but demand
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the extra regularity inherent in (5.2). In fact, Zhang [20, Theorem 1.3] implies that the

Uniform Logarithmic Condition and (1.3) both hold with θ = ρr if ρr < 1 and

G(n)q−n = Q(n) +O(n−γ) for some γ > 3; (5.5)

as a consequence, the basic conditions on the combinatorial structure required for The-

orems 2·1 and 3·3 are automatically fulfilled if ρr < 1 and (5.5) is satisfied.

A more precise description of the values G(n) implied by (5.2) can be derived using

size–biassing as in [1], giving

nIP[T0n(Z) = n] =
n∑

j=1

g(j)IP[T0n(Z) = n− j]

=
n∑

j=1

g(j)IP[T0,n−j = n− j]
n∏

l=n−j+1

(1− xl)ml ,

for

g(j) := xj

j∑
l=1;l|j

lml = θj(x) +O(xj/2) ∼ θ,

where IP[T00 = 0] is interpreted as 1. This, with (5.4), implies that

F (n) = n−1
n∑

j=1

g(j)F (n− j), (5.6)

where F (n) := G(n)xn, n ≥ 1, and F (0) = 1. Equation (5.6) gives a recursive formula

for F (n), and hence for G(n), in terms of the values of g(j), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and of F (j),

0 ≤ j < n; it also enables generating function methods, such as singularity theory

(Odlyzko [18], Theorem 11.4), to be applied, in order to deduce properties of the g(j)

from those of G(n). Equation (5.6) is at the heart of Zhang’s method; under his conditions

on the G(n), the solutions g(j) can have non–trivial oscillations [20, Theorem 1.3] if his

ρr ≥ 1, in which case the Logarithmic Condition is not satisfied; hence his results cover

cases not included in Theorems 2·1 and 3·3.

6. Details

In this section, we collect some technical results that were needed in the previous

sections. The first of these is essentially Theorem 2.6 of [4], with the statement adapted

so as to give a uniform bound valid for all the processes C(b,n) of the form introduced

in the proof of Lemma 2·3. The proof runs exactly as for the original theorem, with

precisely the same error bound, since replacing any of the Zj by the corresponding

Z∗j ∼ Po (θ/j) merely removes terms which would otherwise contribute to the error. The
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random variable Xθ appearing in the statement of the theorem has density pθ satisfying

pθ(x) =
e−γθxθ−1

Γ(θ)
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1;

d

dx
{x1−θpθ(x)} = −θx−θpθ(x− 1), x > 1,

and is such that

n−1T0n(Z∗) D−→ Xθ, (6.1)

where we recall the definition (5.3) of T0n.

Theorem 6·1. If the ULC holds and limm→∞m−1Bm = 0, then

max
0≤v≤Bm

max
0≤b≤m

sup
s≥1

∣∣∣sIP[Tvm(Ẑb) = s]− θIP[m−1(s−m) ≤ Xθ < m−1(s− v)]
∣∣∣ → 0

as m→∞, where Ẑb is as defined in ( 2.10).

We use the following three direct consequences of this theorem.

Corollary 6·2. If the ULC holds, then

lim
n→∞

max
0≤b≤n

∣∣∣IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n]/IP[T0n(Z) = n]− 1
∣∣∣ = 0.

Corollary 6·3. If the ULC holds and limn→∞ n−1b(n) = 0, then

lim
n→∞

max
n/2≤s≤n

∣∣∣IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = s]/IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = s]− 1
∣∣∣ = 0.

Corollary 6·4. If the ULC holds, then there exist 0 < k− < k+ <∞ such that, for

all n/2 ≤ s ≤ n and all 0 ≤ b ≤ n,

n−1k− ≤ IP[T0n(Ẑb) = s] ≤ n−1k+.

The fourth corollary is almost the same as Proposition 1·1(2); the proof is as for [4,

Theorem 3.1].

Corollary 6·5. If the ULC holds and limn→∞ n−1b(n) = 0, then

lim
n→∞

dTV

(
L(C(b(n),n)[1, b(n)]),L(Z[1, b(n)])

)
= 0.

The next lemma makes use of this last result.

Lemma 6·6. If the ULC and ( 1.3) hold, and if n−1b(n) → 0, then

lim
n→∞

n−1IET0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) = 0.
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Proof. We bound the expression n−1
∑

l≥1 lIP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) = l] by considering the

cases l ≤ n/2 and l > n/2 separately. In the latter range, we have

n−1
n∑

l=bn/2c+1

lIP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) = l] ≤ IP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) > n/2] (6.2)

≤ IP[T0,b(n)(Z) > n/2] + dTV

(
L(C(b(n),n)[1, b(n)]),L(Z[1, b(n)])

)
.

But now, from the Uniform Logarithmic Condition,

IP[T0,b(n)(Z) > n/2] ≤ 2n−1IET0,b(n)(Z) (6.3)

≤ 2(b(n)/n)

θ + (c1 +D1){b(n)}−1

b(n)∑
j=1

e(j)

 → 0

as n→∞, and dTV

(
L(C(b(n),n)[1, b(n)]),L(Z[1, b(n)])

)
→ 0 by Corollary 6·5.

In the former range, we have

n−1

bn/2c∑
l=1

lIP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) = l]

= n−1

bn/2c∑
l=1

lIP[T0,b(n)(Z) = l]IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l]

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]
,

and, since n/2 ≤ n− l ≤ n, we can apply Corollaries 6·3 and 6·4 to conclude that

n−1

bn/2c∑
l=1

lIP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) = l]

≤ k3n
−1

bn/2c∑
l=1

lIP[T0,b(n)(Z) = l] ≤ k3n
−1IET0,b(n)(Z),

for some k3 <∞. Convergence to zero now follows from (6.3), and the lemma is proved.

The next result is rather more complicated; it expresses the fact that replacing C(n)

by C(b,n) makes little difference throughout.

Theorem 6·7. If the ULC and ( 1.3) hold, b(n) →∞ and n−1b(n) → 0, then

lim
n→∞

dTV

(
L(C(n)),L(C(b(n),n))

)
= 0.

Proof. Writing c := (c1, . . . , cn) for the generic element of ZZn
+, we first observe that∑

c:T0n(c)=n
T0,b(n)(c)>n/2

IP[C(b(n),n) = c] = IP[T0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) > n/2]

≤ 2n−1IET0,b(n)(C(b(n),n)) → 0,
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by Lemma 6·6; in similar fashion, IP[T0,b(n)(C(n)) > n/2] → 0 also. Hence, when com-

paring L(C(n)) with L(C(b(n),n)), it is enough to look at c such that T0,b(n)(c) ≤ n/2.

We thus turn to bounding

∑
c:T0n(c)=n

T0,b(n)(c)≤n/2

|IP[C(b(n),n) = c]− IP[C(n) = c]|. (6.4)

Now, for any c with T0n(c) = n, it follows from the Logarithmic Condition that

IP[C(n) = c] = IP[Z[1, n] = c]/IP[T0n(Z) = n]. (6.5)

Then, using Corollary 6·2, the denominator in (6.5) can be replaced by IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]

for use in (6.4) with only small error, since

lim
n→∞

∑
c:T0n(c)=n

IP[Z[1, n] = c]

∣∣∣∣∣ 1
IP[T0n(Z) = n]

− 1

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.

Also, writing l = T0,b(n)(c) ≤ n/2, we have

IP[Z[1, n] = c] = IP
[
Z[1, b(n)] = c[1, b(n)]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− l]

×IP[Z[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n] |Tb(n),n(Z) = n− l],

and the factor IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− l] can be replaced by IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l] for use

in (6.4) with only small error, since

lim
n→∞

1

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]

∑
c:T0n(c)=n

T0,b(n)(c)≤n/2

IP[Z[1, n] = c]

×

∣∣∣∣∣1− IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− T0,b(n)(c)]
IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− T0,b(n)(c)]

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0

by Corollaries 6·3 and 6·2. Thus, to show that (6.4) is asymptotically small, it is enough

to examine

∑
c:T0n(c)=n

T0,b(n)(c)≤n/2

∣∣∣∣∣IP[C(b(n),n) = c]−
IP[Z[1, n] = c]IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− T0,b(n)(c)]

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− T0,b(n)(c)]

∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Dissecting the formula for IP[C(b(n),n) = c] arising from the Logarithmic Condition, this

is just

1

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]

bn/2c∑
l=0

IP[T0,b(n)(Z) = l]IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l]

∑
c:T0,b(n)(c)=l

Tb(n),n(c)=n−l

IP
[
Z[1, b(n)] = c[1, b(n)] |T0,b(n)(Z) = l]

]
(6.6)

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣
IP

[
Z[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− l]

−
IP

[
Ẑb(n)[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l]

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
However, from [4, Theorem 3.3], if (1.3) is satisfied,

lim
n→∞

max
n/2≤s≤n

dTV

(
L(C(n)[b(n) + 1, n] |Tb(n),n(C(n)) = s), (6.7)

L(C∗(n)[b(n) + 1, n] |Tb(n),n(C∗(n)) = s)
)
→ 0,

provided that b(n) →∞; and then

IP
[
C(n)[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(C(n)) = s]

=
IP

[
Z[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = s]

,

and the same equality is true if C(n) is replaced by C∗(n) and Z by Ẑb(n). Hence (6.7)

implies that

∑
(l)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
IP

[
Z[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Z) = n− l]

−
IP

[
Ẑb(n)[b(n) + 1, n] = c[b(n) + 1, n]

]
IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l]

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ η(n) → 0,

uniformly in 0 ≤ l ≤ n/2, where
∑(l) denotes a sum over all cb(n)+1, . . . , cn such that∑n

j=b(n)+1 jcj = n− l. Substituting this into (6.6), we have at most

1

IP[T0n(Ẑb(n)) = n]

bn/2c∑
l=0

IP[T0,b(n)(Z) = l]IP[Tb(n),n(Ẑb(n)) = n− l]∑
c[1,b(n)]:

∑b(n)
j=1 jcj=l

IP
[
Z[1, b(n)] = c[1, b(n)] |T0,b(n)(Z) = l

]
η(n)

≤ η(n) → 0,

and the theorem is proved.

In addition, we need some estimates connected with the probabilities IP[C(b,n)
j = l]

for b + 1 ≤ j ≤ n and for l ≥ 1; these are, not surprisingly, much the same as the
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corresponding bounds for IP[C∗(n)
j = l]. In order to establish these, we first need an

upper bound for the probability in Corollary 6·4 which is valid for all 0 ≤ s ≤ n.

Lemma 6·8. If the ULC and ( 1.3) hold, then there exists c{6·8} <∞ such that

max
0≤b≤n

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = s] ≤ c{6·8}n
−θ(s+ 1)−(1−θ),

for all 0 ≤ s ≤ n.

Proof. By independence, it is immediate that

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = s] = IP[T0s(Ẑb) = s]
n∏

j=s+1

IP[Ẑb
j = 0], (6.8)

with IP[T0s(Ẑb) = s] taken to be 1 if s = 0. Now IP[Z∗j = 0] = e−θ/j , whereas, by the

Uniform Logarithmic Condition,

IP[Zj = 0] ≤ 1− j−1θ + c1j
−1e(j) ≤ exp{−j−1θ + c1j

−1e(j)};

hence, whatever the value of b, we have

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = s] ≤ k1 exp

−θ
n∑

j=s+1

j−1

 IP[T0s(Ẑb) = s],

with k1 := exp
{
c1

∑
j≥1 j

−1e(j)
}

. Furthermore, for s ≥ 1,

sIP[T0s(Z∗) = s] = θIP[T0s(Z∗) < s] → θIP[Xθ < 1] as s→∞, (6.9)

from (6.1) and the special properties of the compound Poisson random variable T0s(Z∗).

Hence, because of Corollary 6·2, and remembering also the case s = 0, it follows that

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = s] ≤ k′1(s+ 1)−1 exp

−θ
n∑

j=s+1

j−1


for some other constant k′1. The asymptotics of the harmonic series now complete the

proof.

Lemma 6·9. If the Uniform Logarithmic Condition and ( 1.3) hold, then there exist

constants c{6·9a} and c{6·9b} such that, for any 0 ≤ b ≤ n,

jIP[C(b,n)
j = 1] ≤ c{6·9a}

(
n

n− j + 1

)1−θ

, b+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n;

IP

 n⋃
j=b+1

{C(b,n)
j ≥ 2}

 ≤ c{6·9b}b
−1.
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Proof. Since Ẑb
j = Z∗j ∼ Po (θ/j) for all j ≥ b+ 1, it follows that, for such j,

IP[C(b,n)
j = l] =

IP[Ẑb
j = l]IP[T0n(Ẑb)− jẐb

j = n− jl]

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n]

≤
IP[Z∗j = l]IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n− jl]

IP[Z∗j = 0]IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n]

=
1
l!

(
θ

j

)l IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n− jl]

IP[T0n(Ẑb) = n]
.

Hence, applying Corollary 6·2, (6.9) and Lemma 6·8, it follows that there is a constant k2

such that

IP[C(b,n)
j = l] ≤ 1

l!

(
θ

j

)l

k2

(
n+ 1

n− jl + 1

)1−θ

.

The first part of the lemma is now immediate.

For the second part, we just need to bound the sum

bn/2c∑
j=b+1

bn/jc∑
l=2

1
l!

(
θ

j

)l (
n+ 1

n− jl + 1

)1−θ

,

since IP[C(b,n)
j = l] = 0 outside the given ranges of l ≥ 2 and j. For θ ≥ 1, a bound of

order O(b−1) is easy. For θ < 1, swap the order of the j and l summations, and then

consider the ranges b + 1 ≤ j ≤ bn/2lc and bn/2lc < j ≤ bn/lc separately. In the first

of these ranges, the final factor is at most 21−θ, giving an upper bound for the sum of

θl21−θb−(l−1)/{l!(l− 1)}; adding over l ≥ 2 thus gives a contribution of order O(b−1). In

the second j range, we have

(1/l!)(θ/j)l ≤ (e/l)l(2lθ/n)l ≤ (2eθ/n)l,

while the j sum of the final factor is bounded above by

θ−1(n+ 1)1−θ{1 + (1 + n/2)θ} = O(n);

adding over l ≥ 2 gives a contribution of order O(n−1), uniformly in n ≥ 3eθ, and smaller

values of n can at worst increase the constant implied by the order symbol. This proves

the second part of the lemma.

The final result gives a simple lower bound for jIP[C∗(n)
j = 1], valid in n/2 < j ≤ 3n/4.

Lemma 6·10. There exists a constant c{6·10} > 0 such that

jIP[C∗(n)
j = 1] ≥ c{6·10} for all n/2 < j ≤ 3n/4.
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Proof. Clearly, in this range of j, C∗(n)
j can only take the values 0 or 1. Hence, using

the Feller coupling,

IP[C∗(n)
j = 1] ≥ θΓ(n)Γ(n− j + θ)

Γ(n− j + 1)Γ(n+ θ)
≥ n−14−dθe,

which is enough.
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